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A B S T R A C T

Refrigeration plants in the food industry have a key role, yet are very energy-intensive, which poses a serious
problem given the current steep rise of energy prices. In this framework, energy consumption minimisation
represents a paramount goal for plant managers, yet most are loathe to test new control strategies in real-life
plants, lest normal operation be disrupted and food be spoiled as a consequence. In this view, numerical models
able to demonstrate the reduction in energy consumption which can be achieved with suitable conduction
strategies, especially in the case when evaporative condensers are employed, appear the ideal tool to provide
the manager with an estimation of the potential savings and spur them into adopting such strategies. In this
work one such model is developed for the primary loop of the refrigeration plant of a warehouse for food
storage located in northern Italy. The choice of the model type is discussed at length, as are modelling issues
related to all main components of the loop. The model has been validated with operational data from the
real-life plant and employed to determine the optimal condensation pressure corresponding to the minimum
total energy consumption according to ambient conditions. The method and model can be applied to other,
similar plants in order to minimise their energy consumption.
1. Introduction

Vapour compression systems (VCSs) are widely employed in refrig-
eration plants serving warehouses and facilities for food storage. In
spite of the relative simplicity of the base thermodynamic cycle, indus-
trial applications can quickly become somewhat complex because of
the presence of several auxiliary components and of the control logics
needed to operate the whole plant. In the base cycle, the refrigerant op-
erates at two different pressure levels, with compressor and expansion
valve causing its pressure to change. In the common arrangements of
industrial plants, the cooling loads are usually decoupled from the so
called primary refrigeration loop, through the use of separator tanks,
which collect the refrigerant at the lower pressure level, supplying
dry vapour at the suction side of the compressor with modest degrees
of superheating. In the primary refrigeration loop, the refrigerant is
compressed from the low-pressure side to the high-pressure level, then
after condensation the subcooled liquid is brought back to the low-
pressure receiver through the expansion valves [1]. This configuration
is also suitable to reduce the amount of refrigerant in the plant,
especially for fluids which are highly toxic or have a significant global
warming potential (GWP); another less problematic fluid can be used
in the evaporator circuits, which interact with the primary refrigerant
through heat exchangers. Concerning the overall management of the
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plant, the system aims to keep the ideal temperature to ensure proper
conservation of the stored goods, under all ambient conditions and
with the lowest possible energy consumption. Due to the constraints
imposed by correct food conservation, the main control variable avail-
able for optimisation of plant performance in terms of conduction costs
is the condensation pressure, especially when evaporative condensers
are employed [2], which, if correctly controlled, can improve VCSs
performance significantly more than other single-fluid condensers, [3].

In this framework, mathematical modelling of the operation of the
primary refrigeration loop allows evaluation of the change in conden-
sation pressure as ambient conditions and cooling load vary, without
the need to conduct complex and expensive experimental campaigns
on an existing plant, which are often met with scepticism, when not
open mistrust, by those owning and operating the plant. In the recent
past, a few works have been presented which deal with the modelling of
refrigeration plants, e.g. [4,5]. One of the key issues is the way in which
system components are modelled. Three approaches can be identified,
namely:

– Models based on operation maps, which are usually supplied by
the manufacturers: they are very accurate within the operation
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range mapped, but can have serious extrapolation errors when
used outside that domain.

– Models based on physical principles: they allow a deeper under-
standing of the physical phenomena involved, granting a larger
robustness to parameter variation. The drawback is the larger
effort needed to define and validate them.

– Black-box models: they are obtained through a regression anal-
ysis, provided enough experimental data are available. The time
for their development is usually shorter than for physical models,
but they are prone to quickly lose in accuracy when used outside
of the range of the experimental data used to define them.

One more issue to keep in mind is the definition of the time scale of
nterest, [5], and the choice between a steady-state or a time-dependent
pproach, depending on the model goals. If a control-oriented model
s desired, a ‘quasi-steady’ approach can be chosen: in fact, if the
ominant time scale of the inputs to the system has a different order
f magnitude than that of the model, the dynamics of the latter can
e described as a sequence of steady states, even if subject to time-
arying conditions. Moreover, as highlighted by Bendapudi and Braun
5], the dominant time scale in a VCS depends on the heat transfer
n the evaporators and condensers, considering that the compressors
nd expansion valves dynamic is faster by orders of magnitude than
hat of the heat transfer processes. Because of this, particular attention
ust be devoted to the thermal modelling of these components. On

he other hand, given that the control logics for a VCS depends mainly
n the pressures in the high- and low-pressure sections, which in large
ndustrial plants are affected by the amount of refrigerant in the tanks,
control-oriented model suitable for plants of large size must be able

o simulate mass variation in the storage elements whose dynamic
ehaviour becomes dominant in the system.

Finally, components can be modelled either with a distributed-
arameter or a lumped-parameter approach. The latter is computation-
lly less expensive, but is unable to describe the spatial variation of
he physical phenomenon, and can only yield domain-averaged values
or process variables. Conversely, the former approach allows a more
etailed view of the process, which may be useful when defining
ontrol logics, but at the expenses of a larger computational effort.

The discussion above highlights the many issues which must be
ept in mind when modelling refrigeration for control purposes, and
an maybe explain why few works tackle the problem. This is also
he aim of this work, which investigates an industrial refrigeration
lant serving a food storage warehouse located in northern Italy. The
ltimate goal is to demonstrate conduction strategies, i.e. how the plant
hould be operated in terms of condensation pressure, which minimise
he total energy consumption of the plant. This was achieved through
he definition of a mathematical model able to simulate the operation
f a VCS under varying ambient conditions and cooling loads and
umerically implementing it. The focus of this work is on the primary
efrigeration loop, which includes the compression and condensation
ections and the low- and high-pressure collector tanks, neglecting
he detailed investigation of the secondary loop, which consists of all
uxiliary circuits and of the evaporators operating in each food storage
rea within the warehouse: these are represented in the model by their
ooling loads lumped into a single input. This choice is consistent with
he main aim of the model, that is the determination of the set point
or the condensation pressure minimising energy consumption for the
lant under given ambient conditions and cooling loads. The model has
een developed starting from the study of its main components and of
heir interaction, with particular attention to control issues which allow
correct set-point for operating pressures. The ‘quasi-steady’ approach
as been adopted for the current model: the operation of compressors,
ondensers and expansion valves is simulated as a series of steady states
ollowing the change in inputs, treating the components as lumped-
arameter models; only evaporative condensers have been modelled
2

s distributed-parameter systems, owing to their key role in defining
Table 1
Screw compressor characteristics.

1 2 3

Power (kW) 160 200 315
Rotational speed (rpm) 3600 3600 3600
Capacity control valve 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑠
Volume ratio control valve 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑠
Inverter 𝑛𝑜 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑠

Table 2
Evaporative condensers characteristics and nominal operating points.

1 2

Refrigerant R717 R717
Fill pack 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜
Flow arrangement co-flow counter-flow
Maximum heat rejection (kW) 1783 1420
Condensation temperature (◦C) 35 35
Air wet bulb temperature (◦C) 26 25
Fan power (kW) 3 × 11 37
Air flow rate (m3 s−1) 71.8 36.6
Pump power (kW) 7.5 5.5
Water flow rate (l s−1) 82.5 38.5

condensation pressure. The dynamic behaviour of the system has been
entrusted to the high- and low-pressure collector tanks: in this way,
the time evolution of the main control variables of the plant have been
evaluated, namely the pressures and the amount of liquid refrigerant in
the tanks. The mathematical model has been converted into a numerical
model developed in Python, which is freely available, is comparatively
easy to use and has a wide number of libraries available for a wide
range of purposes.

2. Real-life plant

In this work an ammonia (R717) vapour compression cycle is anal-
ysed. The cycle is employed in a warehouse for food (vegetables and
fruit) storage in northern Italy. A simplified sketch of the main refriger-
ation loop is shown in Fig. 1. The five screw compressors installed differ
in cooling capacity and control mode available to each. Three types
can be distinguished as summarised in Table 1. All compressors are
equipped with slide valves which modulate the volumetric flowrate and
independently adjust the volume ratio to the current inlet and outlet
conditions so as to obtain maximum compressor efficiency. Further,
three compressors are driven by motors equipped with inverters to
vary the volumetric flowrate by continuously modifying the speed of
revolution of the screws. In this configuration, the capacity control is
carried out in two different ways: starting from the maximum allowable
rotational speed, modulation is obtained by the inverter; when the
speed is low enough, the slide valves come into action.

The high-pressure section of the loop consists of the collector tank
for the liquid refrigerant and of four evaporative condensers of two
different builds, as reported in Table 2. In one type of condenser
the refrigerant flows inside a tube bundle which is sprinkled on the
outside with water falling from above while a current of ambient air
flows around it from below: the two cooling fluids are therefore in
counterflow. In the other type of condenser, an element is introduced
below the tube bundle which allows the evaporative heat transfer from
the water dripping from the tubes and ambient air being sucked from
below. In the latter realisation, water and air are thus in co-flow, Fig. 2.

In the low-pressure section several separator tanks which decouple
the main refrigeration loop from the cooling loads corresponding to
each storage cell. In order to build a model capable of determining the
optimum set-point value for the condensation pressure it was decided
to simplify this portion of the loop by grouping the four tanks into a
single component, in which the total cooling load from all cells is also

lumped together to yield a single value.
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Fig. 1. Simplified scheme of the primary refrigeration loop of the plant.

Fig. 2. Evaporative condenser schemes: (a) evaporative condenser with fill-pack in co-flow air–water arrangement along the coil and cross-flow air–water arrangement in the
fill-pack; (b) evaporative condenser in counter-flow air–water arrangement, [6].

Fig. 3. Full primary refrigeration loop model block diagram.
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3. Model structure

The mathematical model is sketched as a function block diagram in
Fig. 3 and corresponds to the simplified layout of the actual cooling
loop. Inputs to the model are ambient air conditions (temperature and
relative humidity), the total cooling load required to keep the goods at
the desired temperature and the set-points chosen for the condensation
and evaporation pressure of the refrigeration cycle. The model outputs
are the electric power required by the compressors, the thermal load
dissipated by the evaporative condensers and the actual value of the
condensation pressure, which can differ from the set-point owing to
the influence of the actual ambient conditions on the heat transfer
capability of the evaporative condensers and to the actual mass flowrate
through the compressors. The main loop can be thought of as composed
of two sections, which are defined by their operating pressures: the
compression section and the condensation section. The former consists
of the low-pressure tanks with their expansion valves, each modelled as
one function block. The cooling load is supplied as an input to the low-
pressure tank. In the same section, the five screw compressors can be
considered as the actuators controlling the pressure level supplying the
refrigerant mass flowrate needed to the high-pressure section. This is
made up of four evaporative condensers and of the receiver. Again, the
condensers can be seen as the actuators controlling the local pressure
level by varying their heat transfer capability (and therewith the heat
discharged to the ambient) through change in the speed of revolution of
their fans. Thanks to this arrangement, the mass flowrate of condensed
refrigerant is determined by the operating point of the condenser. The
control logics underlying the model are summarised in Table 3 and are
discussed further on.

Pressure drops along the piping and in the heat exchangers are not
considered in this work, since the effects of changes in momentum
transport are not decisive for simulations with comparatively large
time steps, yet, this would not be allowable for short-term transient
simulations, [7].

4. Function blocks of components

Compressors. Compressors have been described through a lumped-
parameter model, since only input and output values of the main
process variables need to be known. Compressor operation is there-
fore modelled using third-degree polynomials yielding electric energy
consumption, 𝑃𝑒, refrigerant mass flowrate, �̇�, and temperature at the
outlet, 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡, as a function of the independent variables, which are the
saturation temperature at the compressor inlet and outlet. This method
is in accordance with the international standards, such as EN 12900.
The general process variable 𝑋 = {𝑃𝑒, �̇�, 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡} is computed through
Eq. (1).

𝑋 = 𝑎1+𝑎2𝑇𝑒+𝑎3𝑇𝑐+𝑎4𝑇 2
𝑒 +𝑎5𝑇𝑒𝑇𝑐+𝑎6𝑇

2
𝑐 +𝑎7𝑇

3
𝑒 +𝑎8𝑇

2
𝑒 𝑇𝑐+𝑎9𝑇𝑒𝑇

2
𝑐 +𝑎10𝑇

3
𝑐

(1)

Coefficients 𝑎 = {𝑎1,… , 𝑎10} are a function of the speed of revolution of
the compressor, 𝑛, and of the degree of superheat at the inlet, 𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,𝑖, 𝑎 =
𝑓 (𝑛, 𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,𝑖); they are usually supplied by the manufacturer. Since they
were not available for some of the compressor installed, they have been
obtained by processing data obtained during actual plant operation.
Given the particular configuration of the primary refrigeration loop,
the suction superheating is assumed constant; moreover, since the flow
rate processed by the compressors depend both on the rotational speed
and on the slide valve position, 𝑎 = 𝑓 (�̇�) is assumed. So, the actual
mass flowrate range of each compressor is divided in twenty steps (5%
of the whole range); the operating data are grouped into twenty bins;
finally for each bin the coefficients 𝑎 of the polynomial correlations for
the discharge temperature and for the power demand are determined
4

by linear regression.
Evaporative condensers. The type of evaporative condensers differ for
the relative direction of flow of the two cooling media, i.e. water and
moist ambient air, and the possible presence of an additional piece
of heat transfer equipment, called fill-pack, which allows a further
cooling of the warmer water dripping from the tube bundle where
condensation of the refrigerant occurs. Ambient air flows through the
fill pack, usually in cross-flow with the water, and is then blown to
the outside. Water cooled in the fill-pack is collected in a sump below
it and pumped back to the sprinklers placed above the tube bundle
of the condenser. The fill-pack enhances the cooling capability of the
evaporative condenser thanks to the lower temperature of the water
sprinkled over the tubes.

Several approaches to describe evaporative heat transfer, which is
the way in which most thermal power is dissipated in this type of
condensers, are described in the literature, [8–10], yet only a few
are suitable for implementation in a model, as the one adopted in
this study [11]. In this work the distributed-parameter description has
been adopted which uses the theoretical description firs proposed by
Merkel, [12], and developed further by Dreyer, [13], and Kröger, [14].

The governing equations employed by the model of the tube bundle
where condensation of the refrigerant occurs are listed below. The
variation of air enthalpy through the tube bundle is calculated with:

𝑑ℎ𝑎 =
𝛽
�̇�𝑎

(ℎ𝑎,𝑠 − ℎ𝑎)𝑑𝐴𝑜 (2)

where the subscripts 𝑎, 𝑠 and 𝑜 refer to air, saturation conditions and
outer respectively, whereas 𝛽 is the mass transfer coefficient, ℎ is the
specific enthalpy, 𝐴 is the tube area. The refrigerant conditions along
the tubes are estimated with:

𝑑ℎ𝑟 =
𝑈
�̇�𝑟

(𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑤)𝑑𝐴𝑜 (3)

ith 𝑈 the overall heat transfer coefficient. In single phase condition,
he refrigerant temperature can be calculated with:

𝑇𝑟 =
1
𝑐𝑝,𝑟

𝑑ℎ𝑟 (4)

Finally the water temperature along the coils is computed as:

𝑑𝑇𝑤 = 1
�̇� ⋅ 𝑐𝑝,𝑤

(�̇�𝑑ℎ𝑎 + �̇�𝑟𝑑ℎ𝑟) (5)

with 𝑤 referring to water and 𝑟 to refrigerant, 𝑇 is the temperature and
𝑐𝑝 the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. The equations yield
moist air enthalpy, water temperature, refrigerant enthalpy and local
temperature of the superheated refrigerant respectively.

The pressure drop for the refrigerant flowing within the cooling
coil is considered negligible and all thermophysical and thermodynamic
properties needed in the computations are obtained from data fits.

When the fill-pack is present, two more equations must be added,
for air enthalpy and water temperature estimation:

𝑑ℎ𝑎 =
𝛽𝑓𝑝
�̇�𝑎

(ℎ𝑎,𝑠 − ℎ𝑎)𝑑𝐴𝑜 (6)

𝑑𝑇𝑤 = 1
�̇� ⋅ 𝑐𝑝,𝑤

�̇�𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑎 (7)

here the subscript 𝑓𝑝 refers to the fill-pack. Dreyer [13], obtained the
elationship between the heat transfer area and the front area of the
ill-pack 𝐴𝑓𝑟 by the ratio of the interface area between water droplets
nd air to the volume of the fill-pack 𝑎𝑓𝑝, so that for an element of
ength 𝑑𝑧:

𝐴𝑓𝑝 = 𝑎𝑓𝑝𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑑𝑧 (8)

Eqs. 2 to (4), together with Eqs. 6 to (8) when the fill-pack is present,
constitute the core of the condenser blocks are numerically solved with
a fixed-step Euler integration method, see [15] for the details, where
an in-depth discussion of the issues related to the correct choice of the
transport coefficients is also presented.
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Fig. 4. Evaporative condensers function block.
In the counterflow condenser model an iterative loop is needed to
estimate moist air conditions at the inlet to ensure that the computed
values match the actual ones. Further, in both condenser models, a
proportional-integral (PI) control forces the outlet mass flowrate of re-
frigerant to be either at saturated or slightly subcooled conditions: this
is introduced to simulate the actual effect of the liquid trap downstream
of the tube bundle, which imposes a liquid flow at the outlet. In both
cases, another computational loop is used to let the water in the sump
reach the steady-state temperature starting from ambient conditions.
Finally, the speed of revolution of the fans is modulated so as to
keep the desired condensation pressure; similar to the actual machine
conduction, this is achieved by another PI controller which follows
the imposed pressure set-point. The function block of the evaporative
condenser is shown in Fig. 4.

Tanks. The low-pressure receivers of the plant are modelled as a single
block, whose input is the cooling load derived from the activities in the
warehouse and the need to keep the foodstuff at the desired storage
temperature. The model is based on mass and energy balances, Eqs. (9)
and (10) :
𝑑𝑀𝑡
𝑑𝜏

= �̇�𝑣 − �̇�𝑐 (9)

𝑑𝐸𝑡
𝑑𝜏

= �̇�𝑣ℎ𝑣 − �̇�𝑐ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑝 + �̇�𝑓 (10)

where 𝑀 is the total mass and 𝐸 is the total internal energy of
the refrigerant contained in the tank, as indicated by subscript 𝑡; the
subscripts 𝑣 and 𝑐 refer to expansion valve and compressor, 𝑣𝑎𝑝 refers to
the saturated vapour condition of the refrigerant contained in the upper
part of the tank. Finally �̇�𝑓 is the refrigeration load of the plant, which
is represented as a lumped contribution occurring in the low pressure
receiver.

The high-pressure receiver is also described by mass and energy
balances, but the contribution of the cooling load is absent; moreover,
some artificial connections between this receiver and the condensers
have been introduced to simulate the actual behaviour of these compo-
nents induced by the real pipeline configuration commonly used when
evaporative condensers are involved [6]. Indeed, the mass flow rate
from the compressor discharge feeds the high pressure collector, which
supplies the refrigerant to the condensers; moreover, an equalisation
pipeline connects this collector directly to the high-pressure receiver
in order to guarantee that the condensate drains to the tank; for these
reasons, neglecting the pressure drops, it is possible to assume that the
receiver is at the same pressure as the condensers. This configuration is
transposed in the model by assuming that the whole mass flowrate from
the compressors goes to the high-pressure receiver. Then the condensers
draw a certain amount of saturated vapour from the receiver and send it
back as saturated liquid; the flow rate through the condensers depends
on the heat transfer conditions.
5

Table 3
Control logics for the function blocks.

Controlled variable Actuator Disturbance

Condensation pressure Evaporative condensers Discharge mass flow rate

Low pressure Compressors Inlet refrigerant mass flow rate
Cooling load

Saturated liquid level Expansion valve Cooling load

Expansion valve. The expansion valves are located close to the corre-
sponding low-pressure tanks and guarantee both the correct level of
refrigerant in the tank and the desired pressure difference between the
high-pressure section and the pressure within the tank itself. Since all
tanks have been grouped into a single function block, the same has
been done for the expansion valves. Similar to the actual operation of
the valve, the refrigerant flow through the expansion valve is subject
to a PI controller, to keep the liquid refrigerant within the low-pressure
receiver at set-point value, as exemplified in Fig. 5.

5. Block connections

The components of the primary refrigeration loop described above
must be connected to form a consistent model, able to simulate the
actual operation of the plant. Again, this was achieved through im-
plementation of suitable control strategies: Table 3 reports the way in
which interaction between the function blocks is managed.

Compressors operate so as to follow the set-point pressure at the
low-pressure collector at their inlet. The mass flowrate of R717 through
the compressor is determined by its speed of revolution and by the
position of its slide valve. The combined operation of all compressors
is managed by a finite-state machine, which acts so that at any time
only one compressor at most operates at partial load, whilst the others
are either working at full load or switched off.

The amount of refrigerant in the low-pressure tank is defined by
the expansion valve function block, in which a PI controller regulates
the inlet flowrate from the high-pressure section to achieve the desired
level of the liquid.

The high-pressure section, consisting of the four evaporative con-
densers and of the receiver tank, is controlled by setting the value for
condensation pressure. Indeed, this quantity is dictated by the balance
reached by the vapour and liquid phases of the refrigerant in the
tank. While the amount of vapour increases thanks to the mass inflow
from the compressors, the liquid inflow to the high-pressure receiver is
determined by the heat transfer in the evaporative condensers. Because
of this, control of the condensation pressure occurs through changes in
the heat transfer capability of the condensers, which depends on the air
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Fig. 5. Block scheme of the expansion valve. 𝐿𝑒𝑣 refers to the saturated liquid level in the tank, the subscripts 𝑡𝑔 states for target, while 𝑚 for measured; 𝑒 is the error between
the measured level and the target value.
Table 4
Range for inputs and outputs used for validation phase.

max min

Input values

Refrigeration load (kW) 1620.5 561.3
Temperature in low pressure receivers (◦C) −7.9 −11.7
Condensation temperature (◦C) 27.4 22.9
Ambient wet bulb temperature (◦C) 24.3 17.6

Calculated outputs

Total power demand (kW) 516.4 216.41
Compressors power demand (kW) 414.3 128.4
Condensers power demand (kW) 172.0 58.4
Heat rejection at the condensers (kW) 1467.4 494.8

flowrate through their fans, determined by their rotational speed. The
model of the primary refrigeration loop must be able to compute the ac-
tual pressure achieved during condensation depending on the ambient
conditions, on the refrigerant flowrate from the compressors and on the
speed of revolution of the fans. As mentioned before uniform pressure
is assumed throughout the whole section, so that conditions in the tank
dictate the condensation pressure. Control of condensation pressure is
obtained through another PI logic, acting on fan speed. Furthermore,
simultaneous operation of the evaporative condensers is managed, as
for the compressors, through a finite-state machine allowing a single
condenser at most to operate at partial load, while all the others are
either inactive or running at full load. Although this mode of operation
does not correspond to the actual strategy most often employed by
plant technicians, the analysis of this comparatively simple technique
can be taken as a starting point to evaluate other, more complex
activation sequences, which might also be fully automated.

6. Results and discussion

The mathematical model has been translated into a computational
model using the Python programming language. The code developed
is able to simulate the behaviour of the whole loop when subjected to
time variations of the input quantities as a succession of steady-state
computations in the single function blocks, i.e. through a ‘quasi-steady’
approach. Only the dynamics of the mass accumulation in the tanks
are taken into account to develop a model suitable for pressure control
design of a large refrigeration plant.

6.1. Validation

Model validation was carried out comparing the behaviour of the ac-
tual primary refrigeration loop during steady-state operations with the
results of the model under the same operating conditions. The model
was run with different sets of inputs (ambient air temperature and
relative humidity, evaporation and condensation pressures and total
refrigeration load), each set representing a steady-state operation point;
for each set, the outputs obtained and compared to real-life values
are the power consumption of the compressors and of the evaporative
condensers (to power their fans) and the thermal power dissipated
through condensation. Data were collected during normal operation of
6

Fig. 6. Heat rejection at the condensers (kW).

the plant in August 2020. In order for the results to be comparable with
the actual data from the plant, operating points were deemed stationary
when condensation pressure would not oscillate more than ±1% from
its average value over a time span of at least 15 min. In Table 4, inputs
(measured data) and calculated outputs of the model are summarised
with their maximum and minimum values for the timespan considered.

The results are shown in Figs. 6 to 8 that plots the actual data
against the ones calculated for the heat rejection at the condensers, for
the compressors power demand and for the total power demand of the
plant, respectively; it can be appreciated how the model, in spite of its
comparative simplicity, is able to replicate the actual data (whose mea-
surements are themselves affected by uncertainties) to within ±20%.
Results concerning total power demand, Fig. 8, are mostly within ±15%
of the measured values.

6.2. Condensation pressure control

The model can also be employed to predict the best condensation
pressure set-point as a function of ambient temperature and relative
humidity to minimise the total power consumption of the plant. This
is of particular relevance for evaporative condensers, which allow
condensation at a temperature close to that of wet bulb for the ambient
air, but which are usually run at much larger values, especially when
food storage is concerned; indeed, the technicians implements safe
actions of control to avoid any risk of the goods being spoilt. The model
can be used to demonstrate how the cooling load under given ambient
conditions can be completely satisfied and what the savings in power
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Fig. 7. Power demand by the compressors (kW).

Fig. 8. Total power demand (kW).

Table 5
Range for inputs and outputs used for optimisation phase.

max min

Input values

Refrigeration load (kW) 1000.0 1000.0
Temperature in low pressure receivers (◦C) −10.0 −10.0
Condensation temperature (◦C) 35.0 18.0
Ambient wet bulb temperature (◦C) 30.0 0.0

Calculated outputs

Total power demand (kW) 844.0 220.1
Compressors power demand (kW) 672.0 209.0
Condensers power demand (kW) 172.0 0.7
Heat rejection at the condensers (kW) 973.6 719.2
7

Fig. 9. Condensation temperature minimising electrical energy consumption (green) for
a given wet bulb temperature. Minimum achievable condensation temperature (orange)
for a given wet bulb temperature. Wet bulb temperature (blue).

consumption are in comparison to a more conservative operation mode,
which uses high set-points for the condensation temperature.

To this aim, a set of simulations has been carried out to explore the
predicted behaviour of the system by varying outdoor wet bulb tem-
perature and condensation temperature; the refrigeration load and the
low saturation pressure were assumed constant. In Table 5 the inputs
and the outputs of the model are summarised with the corresponding
ranges involved in these simulations. Fig. 9 shows the condensation
temperature which minimises the total power consumption (i.e. of the
compressors and fans) as a function of the wet bulb temperature of the
ambient air, for a fixed value of refrigeration load equal to 1000 kW.
The minimum possible condensation temperature as a function of wet
bulb temperature is also show for the same range of conditions; this
temperature depends on the characteristics and on the sizing of the
evaporative condensers. It can be seen easily that the optimum con-
densation pressure is invariably higher than the minimum allowable
value for the same conditions: this can be explained remembering that
fan operation is also required, and the minimum energy consumption
must strike a balance between the savings in operating the compres-
sors at lower condensation temperatures and the increase in power
consumption of the fans under the same conditions.

7. Conclusions

In this work the model of a primary refrigeration loop used in a
food storage facility has been developed. The components of the plant
were described as function blocks, through which the time-dependent
behaviour of the system was simulated using a ‘quasi-steady’ approach,
which only accounts for the refrigerant accumulation dynamics which
are most significant in term of system control. Components were mod-
elled following a lumped-parameter approach, with the exception of the
evaporative condensers, for which a distributed-parameter description
was deemed more suitable. This choice was dictated by the need of an
accurate estimate of the heat and mass transfer in these components,
which are crucial for the determination of the condensation pressure
in the refrigeration loop. Indeed, this approach allows mapping of the
enthalpy for both moist air and liquid water over the whole extension
of the cooling coil and, when present, of the fill-pack, and of the
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refrigerant condensation temperature and mass distribution within the
tubes, as detailed in [16]. The model was validated against data col-
lected during operation of the real-life plant. Simulations yield results
falling within ±20% of the experimental values for the condensation
oad and are even more accurate for the energy consumption of the
ompressors. Finally, a strategy has been developed to obtain the
ondensation pressure set-point causing the minimum total energy
onsumption (compressors and fans) for given ambient conditions,
n particular the wet bulb temperature of ambient air. The method
resented and the model developed are of general validity, and can be
pplied to other food storage facilities operating with the same type of
quipment, and this feature gives the work a broad significance.
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